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remove:Android10 //youtu.be/mJEwan2tdxMAndroid7.0hthts://youtu.be/bbJNC7wv8DEAndroid4.4 We can earn commissions for purchases made on our links. Smartphones are getting bigger, but the need to use your phone with just one hand never changes. While most of the time you may be able to use both hands, there will always be a situation where
your other hand is busy. A quick cursor is a handy app that makes it easy to get to the top of the screen with just one side. Previously, we reviewed an app called Reachability, which added a cursor to the screen for hard-to-do places. However, this app has not been updated for a long time, and Fast Cursor is the same concept. Basically, whenever you need
some extra reach, you can swipe from the side of the display and pull out the cursor. It consists of two parts: tracker and cursor. The tracker is what you drag around, in an easy one-handed reach to move the cursor at the top of the display. In the GIF above, a large circle to the bottom of the display where my finger is on. I easily pulled off the left side of the
display, dragged the tracker to get to the link and then tapped the tracker to pick it out. All without leaving the bottom third of the display. Fast Cursor has many customization options to get it looking up and running exactly the way you want. You can choose which edge you want to swipe out the cursor, adjust the size of the area, adjust the look of the cursor
and tracker, etc. there are also more options if you buy a Pro mode. If you're having trouble covering all corners of your phone, check out this app. More on Fast Cursor in ForumXDA's apps and games Fashions Fast Cursor allows one-handed control on Android with a mouse pointer
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